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BOSTIK SEAL ‘n FLEX 1
Used as a door and window frame junction sealant
INTRODUCTION
The building industry typically uses bitumen containing sill wraps for doors and windows. The NZBC
code dictates that a sealant conforming to ISO 11600 Group F Class 25LM is to be used as the window
joint sealant. Sealants that conform to the ISO standard are NOT compatible with bitumen containing sill
wraps and degradation of the sealant may occur. Even sill wraps that have a polyethylene protective film
are considered as incompatible as long term isolation of the materials is not guaranteed.
In order to ensure a long term seal that will meet NZBC requirements an impervious aluminium tape may
be applied to the sill wraps to provide a barrier between the wraps and Seal ‘n Flex 1.

APPLICATION
This application method applies to, but is not limited to: Protecto One Piece Sill tape, Protecto Tape,
Trade Sill, Detail Tape and Tekton House wrap where Seal ‘n Flex 1 will be used as a sealant.
1. Apply Danco 830 SW Aluminium Foil Tape wherever Seal ‘n Flex 1 is to be used. Ensure the
entire surface area of the tape is covered with the Danco 830 SW Alumiunium Foil Tape,
overlapping if more than one length of Danco 830 SW Alumiunium Foil Tape is required. Apply
even pressure over the entire area to ensure a good bond is achieved.
2. Using a Scotch Brite pad, gently abrade the surface of the Danco 830 SW Alumiunium Foil Tape
to provide a key for adhesion.
3. Prime the Danco 830 SW Alumiunium Foil Tape and the window/door frame bond surface using
Bostik N40 Primer by following the application instructions on the Seal ‘n Flex 1 Technical Data
Sheet.
4. Apply Seal ‘n Flex 1by following the application instructions on the Seal ‘n Flex 1 Technical Data
Sheet.
The latest Technical Data Sheet for Seal ‘n Flex 1 may be obtained at www.bostik.co.nz or by phoning
Bostik.
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This datasheet is for the general help of users. It is provided in good faith. The data is current and accurate to the best of our
knowledge. Differing materials, substrates, environments, site conditions, and product storage, handling and application may affect
results. Users should carry out tests to decide the product’s suitability for purpose. This data sheet and the properties of the product
may change without notice. Users, suppliers and retailers should check that the data sheets they have are the latest. To the
maximum extent permitted by law, Bostik disclaims all warranties in relation to manufacture and use of the product. Bostik is not
liable for representations made by users, suppliers or retailers about the product. Bostik is not liable for any loss or damage
resulting from incorrect, careless, or negligent use or storage of the product, including use of out of date product. Any liability arising
from use of the product is limited to the replacement or purchase price of the product. Bostik does not exclude rights and remedies
that cannot be excluded by legislation, for example under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993. Sale of the product by Bostik is
subject to the Bostik New Zealand Limited Conditions and Terms of Sale. For more information on Bostik, products, and conditions
of use and sale visit www.bostik.co.nz
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